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Siding Color Options
PSC oﬀers two options for siding colors:
1. Siding that is primed at the James Hardie factory and then painted on-site after installation.
2. ColorPlus® Technology siding, where the siding is primed and the color finish is factory applied,
multi-coated, and baked on for maximum durability.

Primed & Painted
Siding that is primed at the factory can be painted with most any custom paint color. We have a
wide-variety of paint colors available from many diﬀerent paint manufacturers. With custom color
matching technologies, we can also match almost any existing color that you desire.

ColorPlus® Technology
Make your house the talk of the block with
color. For lasting color, only James Hardie’s
exclusive ColorPlus Technology provides color
you can count on.
ColorPlus combines distinct beauty and
high-performance in a way that no other ﬁnish
does. It’s also optimally formulated for use with
ﬁber cement.
When you invest in ColorPlus Technology,
you’re getting a consistent coat of a proprietary
ﬁnish that was baked-on in closely controlled
factory conditions that results in even coverage
that will last for years and years.
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SUBTLE BLENDS

The ColorPlus Technology palette contains a variety of gorgeous, well-edited colors curated by our
color experts. Instead of feeling overwhelmed by choices, you’re empowered by our tried-and-true
options.

Plank, Panel, Batten and Shingle Colors
Express the true nature of your home’s character with ColorPlus Technology.
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Trim and Soﬃt Colors
Explore our color palettes and make your home stand out with stunning curb appeal. These
distinctive tones are drawn from natural environments, complementing your design with the look of
America’s idyllic neighborhoods.
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Colors shown are as accurate as printing methods will permit.
Please see actual product sample for true color.

Begin the journey
to a more
beautiful home
today!
Call us to schedule a time
for our siding expert to
evaluate your house.

650-529-6798

